Important Instructions for All Institute / RO / FC / Candidate
1. Those candidate who have confirmed their Admission at respective institutes based on
Receipt of EWS, NCL and CVC/TVC need to submit original document of CVC/TVC,EWS, or NCL
Before last day of institute reporting for CAP Round II ,If the candidate failed to do so, their
admission will get cancelled.

2. Candidate those who have selected Betterment/Not Freeze & submitted receipt of
CVC/TVC,EWS, or NCL is aware that he cannot submit the document before the last day of
CAP round II Reporting date ,such a candidate can convert himself/herself in to open category
while filling CAP Round II Option Form. If Candidate availed benefit of Category/EWS in CAP
Round I, those candidate seat will get cancelled and candidate will be considered in to OPEN
category for the further rounds of CAP.

3.

Candidates those who have not allotted any seat in CAP Round I , will be made eligible for
CAP Round II. While filling Option form for CAP Round II Candidate will get window to convert
himself/herself in to OPEN category if they are aware that they will not be able to produce
original document of CVC/TVC,NCL or EWS.

4. Candidates who have been allotted the seat type OPEN/TFWS/MI/DEFENCE/PWD as per their
first preference in Round I (auto freezed) or who have allotted other than first preference and
self freezed their allotment in Round I and due to non-availability of original document for
category if have converted their admission category to “Open” and confirmed their
admission. In such a case, if the candidate wish to reclaim the category are required to submit
the original document to the institute. After verification of submitted document candidates
admission category will be changed and difference fee of admission will be refunded back to
the candidate. As candidate has not taken the benefit of the respective category. Hence,
Admission of such candidate will not be cancelled.

5.

Candidates who have been allotted the seat type OPEN/TFWS/MI/DEFENCE/PWD as per their
first preference in Round I (auto freezed) or who have allotted other than first preference and
self freezed their allotment in Round I and if do not have the original document and want to
confirm their admission based on receipt. Those candidates now can confirm their admission
against receipt of CVC/TVC/NCL/EWS and need to avail and submit the original document
on/before last date of Institute reporting CAP Round 2. If candidate failed to submit the
original document before the due date in such case candidates admission category will be
converted to open and candidate required to pay the difference fee of admission. As
candidate has not taken the benefit of the respective category. Hence, Admission of such
candidate will not be cancelled.

